Registration Form
Name __________________________________
Surname ________________________________
Delegate of _______________________Dyslexia Association
Adherent/Effective member of the EDA? YES/ NO
Address:
Number and Street ______________________________________
City ___________________________________
Postal Code ______________________________
Country________________________________
e-Mail __________________________________
Phone __________________________________
Fax ___________________________________
Mobile phone ____________________________

For more information about how to get to Republic
of San Marino, or the programme or hotels, visit:
http://www.visitsanmarino.com/default.asp?id=114
or contact: df@unirsm.sm

Register before the 31st of May at: df@unirsm.sm

Social Programme
Visit of the summer Campus for dyslexic students
at the Dipartimento della Formazione and see the
pupils at work. This Campus is particularly dedicated
to help children with the study of a foreign language
(English); EDA guests can also meet the experts that
have guided this experience since 2003 (Enrico Savelli,
Luca Grandi, Nicoletta Staffa, Pamela Kvilekval and, of
course, Giacomo Stella).

EDA COMMUNITY

Tuesday 5th of July: guided tour of the historic centre and a visit of Palazzo Pubblico, the Government
Palace, and Basilica del Santo

SUMMER SCHOOL
4th-6th of JULY 2011

Wednesday 6th of July: guided tour and visit of the
three Towers.
Trip to the beach: if some of the participants
prefer to spend their free time at the seaside - Rimini
or Riccione are 25/30 km from San Marino - we will
help them for the buses or with the rent of cars.

SAN MARINO
UNIVERSITY OF SAN MARINO

UNIVERSITY OF SAN MARINO

DIPARTIMENTO DELLA FORMAZIONE

DIPARTIMENTO DELLA FORMAZIONE

WORK MODALITIES

EUROPEAN DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION COMMUNITY SUMMER SCHOOL
Second Edition

San Marino, 4th to 6th of July 2011

After one profound analysis and few short experts’ presentations providing some highlights of the theme of the day, the participants will be invited to
propose their views and to share their ideas, experiences and suggestions in order to finalize a consent paper targeting the European level of the subject.

PROGRAMME

In collaboration with the University of San Marino (Republic of San Marino)

The main aims of the EDA is to inform people, politicians, policy
makers, trade and commercial unions and pressure groups in Europe
about the necessity of supporting those who are dyslexic or DYS
in a positive way, in order to avoid negative consequences caused
by inappropriate education and training, low self-esteem and underachievement which may lead to social exclusion.
Objectives of the EDA Community Summer School:
-to provide and to exchange information between stakeholders
responsible to the people with Dyslexia about future strategies

The summer school has been organized in collaboration with the Dipartimento della Formazione, University of San Marino
Monday 4th
9:00 Welcome and registration

“Adult persons with Dyslexia. University and work place. Same problems? Different possibilities?”

Chairman Michael Kalmár

Chairman: Raymond Claes

9.30 -10.15 Dan Pescod, Great Britain

9.30 -10.15 Hans van der Velde, Netherlands

10.15 Coffee break

10.15 Coffee break

10.45–13.00 panel discussion with 15 minutes short introductions
by: Enrico Ghidoni, Italy; Marta Bogdanowicz, Poland; Karin Brunger,
Germany; Representative of UNESCO

10.45–13.00 panel discussion with 15 minutes short introductions by:
Enrico Ghidoni, Italy; Kate Saunders, UK; Anne Lichtenstein, Sweden;
Giannis Karagiannakis, Greece; Judy Leather, UK.

11.30 –13.00 panel discussion with 15 minutes short introductions by:
Kate Saunders, UK; Rudy Vandervoorde, Belgium; Roberta Penge, Italy

13.15 Conclusions

13.15 Conclusions

14.00 – 15.30 General discussion

Afternoon free – social program

13.30 Closure of the EDA Community Summer School

10.00 Opening
Giorgio Petroni, Rector of the RSM University
Michael Kalmár, President of EDA
“Early recognition”
Chairman Giacomo Stella

-to formulate common strategies in a kind of policy guidelines-to
raise public awareness about the situation of people with Dyslexia

11.00 Coffee break

Admission is free, but travel and accommodation are at charge of
the participants. The Department of Education of the University of
San Marino will offer a free official diner for all participants and will
organize some tourist visits.
Registration is requested before 31st of May 2011.

Wednesday 6th

“Lobbying and Campaigning for European Solutions in favor of the
citizens with DYS and other Print/Reading Disabilities”

-to raise questions, perspectives and answers for the creation of a
Dyslexia-friendly Europe

The summer school is addressed to people interested in dyslexia,
but preferably delegates of European dyslexia associations – (EDA
Members)

Tuesday 5th

10.15 -11.00 Elisabetta Frajeville, Italy

15.30 Coffee break
16.00 Conclusions
20.30 Gala diner offered for all participants in a typical Sammarinese
restaurant

Afternoon free – social program

